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YOUNGBLOOD 

OHL Power 

RANKINGS 

1. Erie Otters 
(18-3-1-0) 

2. Guelph Storm  
(16-3-2-1) 

3. Oshawa Generals  
(18-5-0-1) 

4. Sault Ste. Marie 
Greyhounds  
(16-4-0-2) 

5. London Knights  
(15-5-1-1) 

6. Windsor Spitfires 
(14-7-0-0) 

7. Barrie Colts  
(13-8-0-1) 

8. Saginaw Spirit 
(12-8-1-1) 

9. Mississauga Steelheads 
(12-10-1-1) 

10. Kingston Frontenacs 
(11-8-1-2) 

11. Sudbury Wolves  
(9-8-3-3) 

12. Owen Sound Attack 
(10-10-1-3) 

13. North Bay Battalion  
(11-12-1-0) 

14. Peterborough Petes 
(8-12-0-3) 

15. Plymouth Whalers 
(9-13-0-1) 

16. Kitchener Rangers 
(7-12-0-1) 

17. Ottawa 67’s 
(7-13-1-1) 

18. Sarnia Sting 
(8-14-0-1) 

19. Niagara Ice Dogs 
(6-13-2-2) 

20. Belleville Bulls 
(5-13-2-2) 
 

Team Records as of November 18th, 
2013 

 

One TIMER with the Exceptional 

Sean Day 

Youngblood Hockey gets to know Steelheads’ defender Sean Day  
The Mississauga Steelheads must have been thrilled when Sean Day was available when their 4th 

overall selection came due last Spring at the OHL Draft. Day is a smooth skating defenseman from the 
illustrious Detroit Compuware program that has molded such OHL stars as Eric Lindros (Oshawa), David 
Legwand (Plymouth) and James Wisniewski (Plymouth), Scouts were enamored with Sean Day’s 
effortless skating stride and his ability to weave through traffic with ease. It was so rare for a 15-year old 
to dominate his competition at his age and position that Hockey Canada decided to grant the young 
Canadian “exceptional status” allowing him to compete in the OHL as an underage defenseman. Day 
didn’t take long to find his way onto an OHL game sheet as the offensive defenseman picked up an 
assist on the overtime winning goal in Mississauga’s first game of the 2013-14 season. Eight games 
later, Sean Day reached another milestone scoring his first career OHL goal versus the Barrie Colts, a 
tally that would end up being the game winner. With two goals and eight points through his first 24 
games, Sean Day has found his groove and was kind enough give Youngblood Hockey a few minutes so 
we could learn more about this budding hockey prodigy. 
 
YOUNGBLOOD: As an underage player, were there any specific areas that you needed to address to prepare 
yourself for the OHL? 
SEAN DAY: I need to address using my size (6’2”, 217 lbs) to my advantage which I have been focusing on in the 
past couple of games. 
 
YB: Which team members have helped you acclimate yourself to the OHL lifestyle? 
SD: Both coaches and the older players on the team have been very helpful, especially Dylan Smoskowitz and Brett 
Foy. 
 
YB: What is your best asset of your game? 
SD: My biggest asset is producing offense from the backend and being a responsible player in the defensive zone. 
My skating is strong too. 
 
YB: Early in your OHL career, which opposing player has been the hardest to defend against? 
SD: The hardest player I’ve played against so far has been Andreas Athanasiou from the Barrie Colts. 
 
YB: If you weren’t aspiring to play in the NHL, what other career would you pursue? 
SD: I would want to be in sports if I didn’t play hockey so either coaching or as a trainer. 
 
YB: Movember season is upon us, how long would it take you to grow an acceptable or noticeable moustache? 
SD: It’s going to take me all of November to grow a little dirt stache. I’ll have to wait a couple of years for an 
acceptable stache [laughs]. 
 
YB: Help us settle the life-long hockey debate, when taping your stick,  
do you tape heel-to-toe or toe-to-heel? 
SD: Heel-to-toe 
 YB: Favourite NHL Team? Favourite NHL Player (past and present)? 

SD: Pittsburgh Penguins. Sidney Crosby/Seth Jones but my all-time favorite is Mario Lemieux 
 
YB: Eating healthy is clearly improtartant but what is your go-to cheat meal or snack? 
SD: A big steak is my cheat meal or a burger from any bar & grill. 
 
YB: What’s something about you that most other people would be shocked to know? 
SD: Some people may be shocked to learn that I have been to 24 countries throughout my past 15 years.  

 
Youngblood Hockey thanks Sean Day for his candid interview and wishes him luck on and off the ice!  

 

Sean Day has a bright future ahead 
of him in Steelheads jersey (Terry 
Wilson/OHL Images) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2013 Subway® Super Series 

OHL Rosters 

 

 Oshawa – November 21
st

  

Daniel Altshuller, G, OSH 

Matt Murray, G, SSM* 

Chris Bigras, D, OS* 

Josh Brown, D, OSH* 

Aaron Ekblad, D, BAR* 

Matt Finn, D, GUE 

Slater Koekkoek, D, WSR 

Darnell Nurse, D, SSM* 

Adam Pelech, D, ERIE* 

Josh Anderson, F, LDN* 

Connor Brown, F, ERIE* 

Michael Dal Colle, F, OSH 

Max Domi, F, LDN* 

Brendan Gaunce, F, BELV* 

Bo Horvat, F, LDN* 

Scott Kosmachuk, F, GUE 

Scott Laughton, F, OSH* 

Connor McDavid, F, ERIE* 

Brock McGinn, F, GUE 

Zach Nastasiuk, F, OS 

Kerby Rychel, F, WSR 

 

 Sudbury – November 25
th

   

Matt Murray, G, SSM* 

Jake Paterson, G, SAG 

Chris Bigras, D, OS* 

Josh Brown, D, OSH* 

Aaron Ekblad, D, BAR* 

Trevor Carrick, D, MISS 

Darnell Nurse, D, SSM* 

Adam Pelech, D, ERIE* 

Josh Anderson, F, LDN* 

Nicholas Baptiste, F, SBY 

Sam Bennett, F, KGN 

Connor Brown, F, ERIE* 

Mathew Campagna, F, SBY 

Max Domi, F, LDN* 

Brendan Gaunce, F, BELV* 

Bo Horvat, F, LDN* 

Scott Laughton, F, OSH* 

Connor McDavid, F, ERIE* 

Chris Tierney, F, LDN 

Ryan Rupert, F, LDN 

Carter Verhaeghe, F, NIA 
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SUBWAY SUPER SERIES: OHL 

Rosters ANNOUNCED 

29 OHL players named to OHL squads 

The Russian National Junior Team will make its annual journey overseas to participate in 

the SUBWAY® Super Series with stops in Oshawa (November 21st) and Sudbury 
(November 25th) for games three and four. Prior to last year, the OHL held a perfect 18-0 
record versus the Russians in the Super Series but split the two games last year and sit 
with a near perfect 19-1 record. The OHL will ice a lineup that features a dozen players 
who participated in Canada’s National Junior Team Summer Evaluation Camp including 
forwards Bo Horvat (Knights/Canucks), Ryan Rupert (Knights/Maple Leafs), Max Domi 
(Knights/Coyotes), Brendan Gaunce (Bulls/Canucks), Scott Laughton (Generals/Flyers), 
Kerby Rychel (Spitfires/Blue Jackets) and Connor McDavid (Otters/2015 draft eligible). 
Moreover, defensemen Matt Finn (Storm/Maple Leafs), Slater Koekkoek 
(Spitfires/Lightning), Darnell Nurse (Greyhounds/Oilers) and Adam Pelech 
(Otters/Islanders) gained valuable experience at the summer camp as well.  
 
Joining the abovementioned stars, 2014 NHL Draft top prospect Michael Dal Colle , 
Carolina Hurricanes prospect goaltender Daniel Altshuller and Panthers Josh Brown will 
take the ice in their home rink in Oshawa and look to propel the home team to a win. In 
Sudbury on November 25th, Wolves fans will have familiar faces in Mathew Campagna 
(undrafted) and Nicholas Baptiste (Sabres) to cheer for when the Ontarians step on the ice 
in the 62-year-old Sudbury Community Arena. 
 

Frontenacs’ Sam Bennett will have a rare 
opportunity to showcase his skills against 
some of the world’s top Russian 
prospects (Photo: Aaron Bell/OHL 
Images) 

The OHL’s most outstanding goaltender early on, Matt Murray (Greyhounds/Penguins), and 
Jake Paterson (Spirit/Red Wings) will join Altshuller in defending the net. In addition to Dal 
Colle, Kingston’s Sam Bennett and Barrie’s Aaron Ekblad round out the players eligible for 
the 2014 NHL Draft that will be competing for the OHL. The Maple Leafs will have a league 
high four prospects donning OHL Super Series sweaters with Matt Finn, Connor Brown 
(Otters), Carter Verhaeghe (IceDogs) and Ryan Rupert slated to play. The Carolina 

 Hurricanes are well represent with Brock McGinn (Storm) 
joining defenseman Trevor Carrick (Steelheads) and 
Daniel Altshuller. Scott Kosmachuk (Storm/Jets), Josh 
Anderson (Knights/Blue Jackets), Chris Tierney 
(Knights/Sharks) and defenseman Chris Bigras 
(Attack/Avalanche) round out the star studded lineup.  
 
Surprisingly, the depth of the OHL talent kept top draft 
prospects Roland McKeown (Frontenacs) and Nick 
Ritchie (Petes) from cracking the roster but OHL fans 
have the likes of Nikolay Goldobin (Sting/2014 draft 
eligible), Aleksandar Mikulovich (IceDogs/2014 draft 
eligible) and Sergey Tolchinsky (Greyhounds/Hurricanes) 
to cheer for when Russia takes the ice. BR 

 

TRADING LEAGUES: After playing seven games with the Mississauga Steelheads (4 assists), Spenser Cobbold was released and 

has since joined the Charlottetown Islanders (QMJHL) picking up 2 goals and 4 points in nine games. Conversely, former PEI Rocket 
(QMJHL) Erik Robichaud was signed last week by the Sarnia Sting as an overager and picked up his first career OHL goal versus the 
Steelheads on November 10th. 
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November NHL Draft Ranking 

Closely packed OHL group remains tight 
 

Two months into the OHL season and there are a handful of players eligible for the 2014 NHL 

Draft vying to become the first OHL player selected. However, who that top player might be is 
very much still up for debate. While most agree that defenseman Aaron Ekblad (BAR) is in the 
discussion, he is joined by the surging Michael Dal Colle (OSH), Nick Ritchie (PBO) and Sam 
Bennett (KGN) as potential top five selections.  
 
Generals forward Dal Colle is coming off a strong rookie campaign last season but he has 
shattered sophomore expectations and has been arguably the OHL’s most dominating forward. 
His best skill set is his ability to read the ice and exploit open lanes feeding teammates with 
precise passes.  
 
 
 

 

2014 NHL Draft  

OCTOBER Rankings: 

OHL Players 

 

1st Aaron Ekblad, RD (Barrie, OHL)  

2nd Michael Dal Colle, LW (Oshawa, OHL) 

3rd Sam Bennett, LC (Kingston, OHL) 

4th Nick Ritchie, LW (Peterborough, OHL) 

5th Jared McCann, LC (Sault Ste Marie, OHL) 

6th Roland McKeown, RD (Kingston, OHL) 

7th Brendan Perlini, LW (Niagara, OHL) 

8th Nikolay Goldobin, LW (Sarnia, OHL) 

9th Spencer Watson, LW (Kingston, OHL) 

10th Tony DeAngelo, RD (Sarnia, OHL) 
11th Blake Clarke, LW (North Bay, OHL) 

12th Joshua Ho-Sang, RW (Windsor, OHL) 

13th Robby Fabbri, LC (Guelph, OHL) 

14th Jacob Middleton, LD (Ottawa, OHL) 
15th Alex Nedeljkovic, G (Plymouth, OHL) 

16th Matt Mistele, LW (Plymouth, OHL) 

17th Alex Peters, LD (Plymouth, OHL) 

18th Eric Cornel, RC (Peterborough, OHL) 
19th Ryan MacInnis, LC (Kitchener, OHL)  

20th Brendan Lemieux, LW (Barrie, OHL) 
21st Brandon Robinson, LW (North Bay, OHL) 

22nd Dmitrii Sergeev, LD (Kitchener, OHL) 

23rd Christian Dvorak, LW (London, OHL) 

24th Nikita Yazkov, RW (Windsor, OHL)  

25th Darby Llewellyn, RW (Kitchener, OHL)  

26th Blake Siebenaler, RD (Niagara, OHL) 

27th Jaden Lindo, RW (Owen Sound, OHL) 

28th Aaron Haydon, RD (Niagara, OHL) 

29th Kevin LeBanc, LW (Barrie, OHL) 

30th Alex Lintuniemi, LD (Ottawa, OHL) 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The draft’s breakout player from the OHL has been IceDogs forward 
Brendan Perlini, who has found a home in Niagara after a late season 
trade brought him in from Barrie. Perlini has formed fantastic chemistry 
with Maple Leafs prospect Carter Verhaeghe launching the duo to the 
top of the OHL scoring ranks. The big rangy sophomore winger 
possesses a strong possession game and an ability to unleash a quick 
hard shot coming off of the half-boards, two qualities that project well to 
the pro ranks. 
 
Injuries and missed time have seemed to keep Petes’ Nick Ritchie from 
finding his groove. Older brother Brett Ritchie battled mono during his  

 

Scouts are flocking to 
Niagara to catch Perlini in 

action (Photo: OHL Network) 

draft year and the younger Ritchie, Nick,  has had his share of setbacks too. 
Nick is coming off of an illness that sidelined him for four games but, 
fortunately, he has returned and propelled his Petes to recent success. 
Ritchie owns the frame, grit and scoring touch to develop into an impact 
forward at the professional ranks leaving him high on scout’s lists. 
 
Kingston’s Sam Bennett may be the most intriguing player at the top with his 
high compete win-at-all-costs style of play. His knack for stepping up in 
critical moments is reminiscent of a young Jonathan Toews. Jared McCann 

will draw a lot of interest from NHL teams due to his complete game that  

Nick Ritchie (OHL 
Network) 

lacks any concerning weakness. His vision and foot speed are coveted plus his defensive game is top notch as well.  
 
Around the league, Sarnia’s defenseman Anthony DeAngelo and offensive leader in Nikolay Goldobin can’t seem to catch a break from most 
ranking services but these two offensive catalysts are deserving of a higher slot. The duo will need to continue to demonstrate their improved 
defensive commitments in order to show draft critics that they can be trusted. Lanky forward Eric Cornel has rebounded nicely after a 
disappointing rookie season and appears ready to challenge his OHL draft mates as he works his way up the rankings. Cornel has shown to 
be a focused forward in all three zones and his skating is a treat to watch. 
 
While 67’s defenseman Jacob Middleton possesses all the sought-after skills – size and mobility – in a blue liner, his game has some growing 
to do to get pro-ready. His brilliant puck rushes and impressive point shots are often followed by careless defensive lapses and the occasional 
turnover. Luckily, Middleton will have plenty of time to correct these blunders and should remain a top 50 selection heading into the draft.  
 
Overall, the OHL crop is very strong and seems to be shaping up to remain competitive all season. Over the next seven months, players 
should start to separate themselves from one another but when the picks come due next June, I wouldn’t be surprised to see some difficult 
choices at the top of the draft when deciding on OHL players. It’s that close among these top competitors. 
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EYE on the RINK: OHL FUTURES 

Long days in the cold rink paying off as new talent is discovered 
 
Last year, the Alliance produced some big name players with Travis Konecny (1st overall, Ottawa), Lawson Crouse (5th overall, Kingston), 

Mitchell Vande Sompel (14th overall, Oshawa) and Ethan Syzpula (17th Owen Sound) all being selected in the opening round. Looking 
towards 2014, the Alliance doesn’t quite have the top end talent that last year had but there are some players with some intriguing first 
round talent.  
 
With the hours and miles starting to add up as I journey from rink to rink across Southern Ontario assessing talent for the 2014 OHL 
Priority Selection Draft for TheScout.ca, an extensive database of player observations and profiles is formulating quickly. Strong opinions 
are developing among our group of scouts with each of us showing real conviction and I am here to offer you some (not all) snippets from 
my own recent observations. 
 
Logan Stanley (Waterloo Wolves, D) – Playing on one of the strongest and deepest teams in the Alliance, Stanley is the stud defender 
patrolling the blue line. His size is envious and his skating effortless and he utilizes both to thrust his frame up ice looking to create offence. 
Confident in puck possession, Stanley jumps into the rush often (almost to a flaw) but his long powerful stride allows him to recover quickly. 
At his size, Stanley could stand to use his frame during defending more. Projects as a top pairing defenseman and should be one of the 
Alliance’s top selections.  
 
Boris Katchouk (Waterloo Wolves, F) – Katchouk sits among the scoring leaders in the Alliance. His tenascious forecheck and shoot-first 
mentality make him a difficult forward to contain. Katchouk is especially effective around the crease as he pounces on loose pucks pulling 
them from traffic with his advanced in-tight puck skills to either send a crisp pass or unleash his seeing-eye shot, that packs quickness and 
accuracy. Projects as top-nine skilled forward but could also be utilized as an energy player.  
 
Sean O’Brien (London Jr. Knights, F) – O’Brien is one of many talented players competing on a deep London Jr. Knights squad. His 
strength and above-average size allows him to operate effectively in the gritty areas of the ice as he shields away defenders with his body. 
His ability to work in tight quarters engaging in give-and-go plays and/or grueling cycles allows him to wear opponents down. O’Brien owns 
a heavy shot and while he doesn’t project as a go-to “star” player, he should develop into a very good complementary player.  
 
Levi Tetrault (Chatham-Kent Cyclones, D) – Tetrault is a well-built defender with intriguing potential given his good mobility, heavy 
accurate point shot and ability to suffocate opponents with his defensive positioning and stick checks. The right-shooting defenseman 
operates the powerplay well as a shooter with his knack for hammering shots on net through traffic. He will need to display a more 
consistent effort from shift-to-shift but flashes indicate there is some real upside with Tetrault.  
 
Joseph Raaymakers (Chatham-Kent Cyclones, G) – Raaymakers entered the season as the top ranked goaltender in the Alliance and 
while others have challenged his status, he still remains in the discussion. Extremely athletic and rangy, Raaymakers covers the net using 
his wingspan and quick feet. He has been challenged against tougher opponents and can appear nervous at times but his ability to battle 
through it is appealing. It will be important for Raaymakers to continue to improve his rebound control and focus on his upper body reflexes 
moving forward as both appear to be weaknesses. Raaymakers projects as a goaltender with starting potential.  
 
 
Others to Note from Alliance: Zack Weir (LJK, G), Connor Hill (LJK, F), Ben Nicholls (CKC, D), Jared Marks (CKC, F), Brendan Harrogate 
(CKC, F), Anthony Salinitri (WJS, F), Keaton Middleton (HPL, D), Jared Nash (HPL, F), Chase Campbell (WAT, F), Brendan Schneider 
(WAT, F), Patrick Choi (WAT, F), Zach Magwood (CAM, F), Evan Bidenti (BRA, F), Dane Johnstone (EMC, F) 
 
 

Please revisit the Eye on the Rink section next month when reports are gathered and released on prospects after my viewings from the 

Whitby Silver Stick Tournament (November 28- December 1st) 

On the TSB Agenda 
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MONTHLY STICK TAPS 

Recognizing all the good around the league including weekly honours,  
statistical leaders and dominating performances 
 
Goaltenders are dominating the blue paint around the league and it’s seen firsthand in the Ontario Hockey League’s 

weekly honours. Goaltenders have taken home the Player of the Week recognition in the past three weeks with 
Steelheads Spencer Martin, Greyhounds Matt Murray and, most recently, Alex Fortinos who was acquired last week 
by the Windsor Spitfires. Congratulations on keeping the red light off tendies! 
 
 
 

 
 

Change of scenery helping Alex 
Fortinos find his comfort zone 
(Aaron Bell/OHL Images) 

OHL Leading Scorers 

1. Connor Brown (ERIE) – 43P 
2. Dane Fox (ERIE) – 40P 
3. Michael Dal Colle (OSH) – 40P 
4. Brock McGinn (GUE) – 38P 
5. Carter Verhaeghe (NIA) – 38P 

Defensive Scoring Leaders 

1. Anthony DeAngelo (SAR) – 32P 
2. Darnell Nurse (SSM) –23P 
3. Trevor Carrick (MISS) – 22P 
4. Slater Koekkoek (WSR) – 20P 
5. Aaron Ekblad (BAR) – 20P 

Matt Finn (GUE) – 20P 
ROOKIE LeaderS 

1. Travis Konecny (OTT) -23P 
2. Mitch Marner (LDN) – 22P 
3. Francesco Vilardi (PLY) – 15P 
4. Dylan Strome (EIRE) – 13P 
5. 4 Players Tied at 12P (Magyar, 

Dvorak, LeBlanc, Kreis) 

Draft Eligible LeaderS 

1. Michael Dal Colle (OSH) – 40P 
2. Brendan Perlini (NIA) – 36P 
3. Anthony DeAngelo (SAR) – 32P 
4. Nikolay Goldobin (SAR) – 30P 
5. Sam Bennett (KGN) – 29P 

BREAKING NEWS: After a trying few months, the London Knights 

have received word that Nikita Zadorov will be returning to the organization 
from the Buffalo Sabres. Zadorov recorded one goal in seven games with 
Buffalo and will look to anchor the Knights’ blue line as they prepare for a third 
straight Memorial Cup appearance. In addition, Knights GM Mark Hunter has 
traded Canucks prospect defenseman Miles Liberati for the rights of overage 
defenseman Zach Bell from the North Bay Battalion. Bell is currently playing for 
the Ontario Reign of the ECHL.. It appears the Knights defensive struggles are 
behind them. 

About The Scouting Bureau 
The Scouting Bureau is a hockey blog operated by Brendan Ross, a scout and prospect junkie known around the social media world as 

@RossyYoungblood 
 

Ross is the Manager and Associate Editor of Dobber Prospects, a one-stop website for hockey prospect information with a focus on fantasy 
hockey. In addition, Brendan has made contributions to websites that have included The Hockey Writers, The Hockey Guys, OHL Writers, 

Sarnia Sting, among others. His coverage of the Ontario Hockey League is consistent and thorough but he spends a ton of energy following 
the annual NHL Entry Draft developing complimentary guides and profiles for the general hockey public. Ross has appeared on Sportsnet’s 

FAN 590 as guest speaking on both the World Junior Championships and NHL Draft class. 
 

Thanks for following the Ontario Hockey League and good luck to all players as they continue writing their own hockey career stories. 

20 OHLPLAYERS SELECTED TO TEAM 

ONTARIO UNDER-17 TEAM 

 
Goaltender 
Troy Timpano (Sudbury) 
 
Defensemen 
Garrett McFadden (Guelph) 
Kyle Capobianco (Subdbury) 
Sean Day (Mississauga) 
Justin Lemcke (Belleville) 
Matthew Spencer (Peterborough) 
Mitchell Vande Sompel (Oshawa) 
 
Forwards 
Mitch Marner (London) 
Jesse Barwell (Mississauga) 
Sam Harding (Oshawa) 
Brett McKenzie (North Bay) 
Graham Knott (Niagara) 
Matthew Kreis (Barrie) 
Dylan Strome (Erie) 
Travis Konecny (Ottawa) 
Blake Speers (Sault Ste. Marie) 
Adam Laishram (Belleville) 
Haydon McCool (Niagara) 
Lawson Crouse (Kingston) 
Mitchell Stephens (Saginaw) 
 

file:///C:/Users/Abby/Documents/Brendan/Brendan%20Documents/2014%20NHL%20Entry%20Draft/thescoutingbureau.wordpress.com
http://www.twitter.com/RossyYoungblood
http://www.dobberprospects.com/

